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We introduce a family of homotopy invariants degn(#), n=1, 2, 3, . . . associated
to a reversible periodic orbit # of a time reversible system. We present two results:
(i) we compute degn(#) from information on the Floquet multipliers of #,
(ii) conversely, we recover any Floquet multipliers of # on the unit circle from
the sequence degn(#).  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Time periodic solutions of time reversible systems may arise in disguise.
A simple example is the boundary value problem
u +g(u, u* )=0, 0t+, u # RN, (1.1)
with Neumann boundary conditions u* (t)=0 at t=0, +. Here we assume
that the nonlinearity g is even in u* # RN. For specific scalar choices of g # R
we obtain
(i) the KolmogorovPetrovskiPiskunov (KPP) equation,
g =u(1&u);
(ii) the Chafee-Infante problem, g=u(1&u2);
(iii) the pendulum equation, g=sin u;
(iv) the Euler rod, g=u - 1&u* 2;
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see for example [Smoller] (1983), [Schaaf] (1990), [Deimling] (1985). In
some of the above cases equation (1.1) should be viewed as an (elliptic)
steady state equation of a more embracing partial differential equation of
parabolic or hyperbolic type. Passing to systems g # RN, N>1, we may
then view (1.1) as modeling steady states, e.g., of general reaction diffusion
systems. Or we may think of (1.1) as an ordinary differential equation,
directly. For example, systems of coupled oscillators with quite general
coupling fall into this class. If g=g(u)={uG(u) is the gradient of a scalar
potential function G, then (1.1) is a Hamiltonian system with energy
H(u, u* )= 12 u*
Tu* +G(u).
In general, however, (1.1) is not a Hamiltonian system, although striking
similarities exist.
Time reversibility of (1.1) closely relates solutions of the Neumann
problem with time periodic solutions. Indeed, let u(t) be a solution of the
Neumann boundary value problem, p :=u(0), u* (0)=0, q :=u(+), u* (+)=0.
Note that t [ u(&t), &+t0, also solves (1.1) because g is assumed
even in u* . For our even extension of t [ u(t) we observe periodicity:
u(&+)=u(+)=q,
u* (&+)=u* (+)=0.
Thus u(t) defines a periodic solution of (not necessarily minimal) period
2+. Let T=2{ denote the minimal period. Then +=n{ for some positive
integer n. Conversely, as we will see below, any 2{-periodic solution u(t) of
(1.1) satisfying u* (0)=0 defines a family of solutions of the associated
Neumann boundary value problem for +=n{, n=1, 2, 3, ... . Figures 1.1
and 1.2 illustrate that correspondence for the KPP equation.
Fig. 1.1. The phase plane of the KPP equation u +u(1&u)=0.
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Fig. 1.2. Solutions of the Neumann problem u +u(1&u)=0, u* (0)=u* (+)=0, u(0)=p.
In this paper, we describe new homotopy invariants associated to peri-
odic solutions of time reversible systems like (1.1). In fact, we associate a
whole sequence degn(#) of such invariants to a single periodic orbit #.
We fix the following slightly more abstract framework. Let
x* =f (x), x # X=R2N, f # C1 (1.2)
be a time reversible system, that is
f (Rx)=&Rf (x), (1.3)
for all x, R :=( I0
0
&I), where I denotes an N_N identity matrix. We call
the matrix R the time reversal operator and decompose
X=X+ X &
(1.4)
x=(x+, x&)
where X+, x+ indicate the first N components and X&, x& the remaining
N. Thus (1.4) is the isotypic decomposition of our matrix representation of
the group [id, R]$Z2 . Indeed R acts as \ identity on X\; in particular
X+=Fix(R) is the space of R-fixed vectors. Note that we assume
dim X+=dim X&=N. (1.5)
For a (more) general reference see [Sevryuk] (1986). Our example (1.1)
corresponds to
x+=u, x&=u* , f (x+, x&)=\ x
&
&g(x+, x&)+ . (1.6)
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Throughout this paper, the word periodic stands for ``nonstationary peri-
odic,'' that is ``periodic with positive minimal period.'' Also, by period we
mean any period, not necessarily the minimal one.
Let .t(x)=(.+t (x), .
&
t (x)) # X=X
+X & denote the (maximal local)
flow generated by the time reversible system (1.2). We collect a few elemen-
tary facts.
1.1. Proposition. (i) Whenever defined, the following holds.
.&t(x)=R.t(Rx), (1.7a)
D.&t(x)=RD.t(Rx) R (1.7b)
Here D.t(!) denotes the Jacobian with respect to !. In particular, for all
x # X+=Fix(R)
.&t(x)=R.t(x), (1.8a)
D.&t(x)=RD.t(x) R. (1.8b)
(ii) Assume #=[x(t) | 0tT]X is a reversible periodic orbit of
minimal period T>0, that is, there exists a point
p # # & Fix(R). (1.9)
Then # & Fix(R) consists of precisely two distinct points, # & Fix(R)=
[ p, q], and
q=.{( p), (1.10a)
p=.{(q), (1.10b)
where { :=T2. In particular, .n{ leaves ( p, 0), (q, 0) fixed if n is even, and
interchanges them for odd n.
(iii) Conversely, define
?t : RN  RN
(1.11)
p [ .&t ( p),
and assume that t={>0 is the first positive zero of
t [ ?t( p). (1.12)
Then the orbit of p # Fix(R)=RN under the flow .t is periodic with minimal
period T=2{. In particular
?n{( p)=0, n=1, 2, 3, ... . (1.13)
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Proof. The above observations are more or less well known; still we
indicate a proof.
All claims of (i) are immediate consequences of (1.7a). It suffices to prove
the variant
.t(x)=y(t) :=R.&t(Rx). (1.14)
Differentiating y(t) with respect to t yields
y* = &Rf (.&t(Rx))=f (R.&t(Rx))=f ( y(t)),
y(0)=x,
using R2=id and reversibility (1.3). By uniqueness of the (maximal local)
flow .t this proves (1.14), and (i).
To prove (ii) we use (1.8a) at t :={=T2:
.{( p)=.&{( p)=R.{( p), (1.15)
where 2{-periodicity of the orbit through p was assumed. This proves
q :=.{( p) # Fix(R)
and
.{(q)=.2{( p)=p.
By minimality of the period T, we have p{q.
It remains to show that # & Fix(R) contains at most two points. To this
end, let |{$|>0 be chosen minimal such that
q$ :=.{$( p) # Fix(R). (1.16)
We claim |{$|={. Indeed, (1.16) implies
.2{$( p)=.{$(q$)=R.&{$(q$)=Rp=p (1.17)
if we use (1.8a). Therefore 2{$ is a period of p. By minimality 2 |{$|2{=T
and hence 2 |{|=T, |{$|={. Hence q$=p. This proves, (ii), that # & Fix(R)
consists of precisely the two distinct points p, q.
The proof of (iii) is similar. Let t={$>0 be a zero of ?t( p), that is (1.16)
holds. Then (1.17) also holds, that is p lies on a reversible periodic orbit
with period T $=2{$. If {$={>0 is chosen minimal then T $=T is the mini-
mal period of p by (ii). Again by (ii), this implies (1.13), ?n{( p)=0 for
integer n, since .n{ fixes the set # & Fix(R)=[ p, q]. This proves (iii), and
the proposition. K
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Solutions of our original Neumann problem (1.1) are precisely the solu-
tions of
?+( p)=0, p=u(0). (1.18)
Proposition 1.1 establishes the precise relation to reversible periodic solu-
tions. Essentially, the map ? is a shooting approach to the boundary value
problem; Fix(R) of course corresponds to Neumann boundary conditions
in that case.
To define our sequence of homotopy invariants, let # be a reversible peri-
odic orbit with minimal period T=2{>0. Let p, q be the intersection
points of # with X+=Fix(R) and consider ?t as in (1.11). Let ?$t denote the
Jacobian of ?t for fixed t.
1.2. Definition. We call # nondegenerate, if for all n=1, 2, 3, ... we
have
det ?$n{ {0 at p, q. (1.19)
Let
dn( p) :=sign det ?$n{( p), (1.20a)
dn(q) :=sign det ?$n{(q), (1.20b)
denote the local Brouwer degrees. We define the orbit degree of # as the
family
degn(#) := 12 (dn( p)+dn(q)), n1. (1.21)
Clearly, the orbit degree inherits certain invariance properties of the
Brouwer degree; see e.g. [Deimling] (1985). For example, finite collections
of the degn will be locally constant under perturbations of f, #, {. (Note
however that the admissible perturbations may shrink to zero for n  .)
Also, isolated zeros p, q of ?n{ (for fixed {) possess a Brouwer degree which
can be used to define dn , even in degenerate cases. This is relevant for sub-
harmonic bifurcation: bifurcation of reversible periodic orbits, with mini-
mal period near n{, from a primary branch of reversible periodic orbits
with minimal period near {. All these orbits appear as zeros of ?t with
bifurcation parameter t near n{. For interesting studies of subharmonic
bifurcations using local analytical techniques see [Sevryuk] (1986) and
[Vanderbauwhede] (1990).
We remark, that one may also associate to the sequence of boundary
value problems (1.2) with boundary conditions
x(0) # Fix(R), x(n{) # Fix(R) (1.23)
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the LeraySchauder degrees, defined in a suitable function space. In
[Krasnosel'skii 6 Lifsic] the equality of the LeraySchauder degree and
the Brouwer degree, defined in (1.20) is stated. We prefer the Brouwer
degrees, since we aim at relations among those degrees for different values
of n. This seems to be more difficult for the LeraySchauder degrees.
We briefly digress to describe an alternative construction of homotopy
invariants associated to hyperbolic periodic orbits # of any, not necessarily
reversible, flow. Let ? denote the associated Poincare map and consider the
sequence of (local) fixed point indices
in :=deg(id&?n) (1.22)
in the Poincare section. Fuller degree, as well as several variants are based
on this construction. See, e.g., [Fuller] (1967), [Chow 6 Mallet-Paret]
(1978), [Fiedler] (1988). To describe in more explicitly denote by
_+ : the number of real Floquet multipliers of # in (1, ),
(1.24)
_& : the number of real Floquet multipliers of # in (&, &1),
always counting algebraic multiplicity. Then
in={(&1)
_+
(&1)_++_&
for odd n,
for even n,
in the nondegenerate case. In particular, the in are either independent of n,
or else alternate in sign.
We will see in Section 2 that in the reversible case our orbit degree (dn)
can exhibit a much richer behavior, if # possesses nontrivial Floquet multi-
pliers on the unit circle. Note that, # always possesses two trivial Floquet
multipliers 1 on the unit circle. This follows, e.g., because periodic orbits
typically arise in one-parameter families, in reversible systems. This follows
already from Proposition 1.1, solving ?t( p)=0 locally for p by the implicit
function theorem. See also [Devaney] (1976).
Preparing for a more detailed study, we summarize some properties of
Floquet multipliers / of reversible periodic orbits # with minimal periodic
T=2{>0 next. For a reference see e.g. [Devaney] (1976), [Sevryuk]
(1986), [Vanderbauwhede] (1990).
1.3. Proposition. Let / # C be a Floquet multiplier of a reversible
periodic orbit #, with minimal period T>0, that is
/ # spec D.T (x) for any x # #. (1.26)
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Then
/, / , /&1, / &1 (1.27)
are also Floquet multipliers of # with the same algebraic multiplicity.
Proof. Let x=p # Fix(R), without loss of generality. Then Proposi-
tion 1.1, (1.8b), and R2=id imply
[D.T (x)]&1=D.&T (x)=R[D.T (x)] R=R[D.T (x)] R&1. (1.28)
In other words, D.T (x) is conjugate to its own inverse. This proves the
proposition. K
Note that Proposition 1.3 holds verbatim for periodic orbits of
Hamiltonian systems, for a different reason. Indeed, D.T (x) is then symplec-
tic. See, e.g. [Arnold 6 Novikov] (1990), pp. 17. The following definition
follows Hamiltonian terminology.
1.4. Definition. Let # be a reversible periodic orbit. Assume that &1
is not a Floquet multiplier, and +1 is only a trivial multiplier: algebraically
double and geometrically simple.
We call # elliptic, if there are nontrivial Floquet multipliers on the unit
circle. Otherwise, we call # hyperbolic. Let _& count the real Floquet multi-
pliers in (&, &1), as in (1.24). We call # Mo bius, if _& is odd. Otherwise
we call # non-Mo bius. We call _&(mod 2) the Mo bius parity of #.
Note that the strong unstable manifold of a periodic orbit # is orientable
if and only if # is non-Mo bius. Recall that ``elliptic'' orbits typically lead to
cascades of subharmonic bifurcations, nearby. See [Vanderbauwhede]
(1990) for the reversible case. The remaining sections contain three basic
results, summarized in Section 2. In Section 3 we derive the sequence
degn(#) of homotopy invariants from information on the Floquet multi-
pliers. Conversely, in Section 4 we show how to recover information on the
Floquet multipliers from the orbit degree degn(#). In part II, [Fiedler 6
Heinze] (1996), as a sequel to the present paper, we use these invariants
to detect periodic orbits of prescribed period. In certain cases, minimal
periods can even be prescribed. As above, these results can be reinterpreted
for our original Neumann problem (1.1).
2. Main Results
We state three related results. In Theorem 2.1 we compute the orbit
degree degn(#) introduced in Definition 1.2, essentially from information on
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the Floquet multipliers of the reversible periodic orbit #. Conversely,
Theorem 2.2 recovers that information from the orbit degree.
Let # be a reversible periodic orbit of minimal period T=2{>0. Let _&
keep track of orientability of the strong unstable manifold of #, as in
Definition 1.4. If # is elliptic, let e\?ij , j=1, ..., r denote the pairs of non-
trivial Floquet multipliers on the unit circle,
0<1 } } } r<1, (2.1)
repeated according to their algebraic multiplicity. Let p, q denote the inter-
section points of # with Fix(R), as in Proposition 1.1.
2.1. Theorem. Let # be a nondegenerate reversible periodic orbit. Let n
be any positive integer. Then
d2n&1( p)=d1( p) } (&1)(n&1) _& } `
r
j=1
(&1)[(n&12) j] , (2.2a)
d2n( p)=d2( p) } (&1)(n&1) _& } `
r
j=1
(&1)[nj] , (2.2b)
where [ } ] denotes the integer part. The same holds for q replacing p. If
r=0, that is for hyperbolic #, we assign the usual value 1 to the empty
products over j. The degrees at p and q are related:
dn( p)=dn(q) for odd n, (2.3a)
dn( p)=(&1)_& dn(q) for even n. (2.3b)
In particular,
deg2n&1(#)=deg1(#) } (&1)(n&1) _& `
r
j=1
(&1)[(n&12) j] , (2.4a)
deg2n(#)=deg2(#) } (&1)(n&1) _& `
r
j=1
(&1)[nj] (2.4b)
where deg2n(#)=0 for odd _& and all n.
2.2. Theorem. Let # be a nondegenerate reversible periodic orbit, as
above, with given orbit degree degn(#), n=1, 2, 3, ... . Then the Mo bius parity
_&(mod 2) is determined uniquely by the orbit degree. In fact, # is Mo bius
if and only if degn(#)=0 for all even n. Assume in addition that all nontrivial
Floquet multipliers e\?ij , j=1, ..., r, 0<j<1 of # on the unit circle, if any,
are algebraically simple. Moreover let 1 and all j also be rationally inde-
pendent. In other words,
:+:11+ } } } +:rr {0 (2.5)
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for any rational (r+1)-tuple of :0 , ..., :r which are not all zero. Then
r, [j | j=1, ..., r] are also determined uniquely by the orbit
degree degn(#), n=1, 3, 5, ... . (2.6)
3. From Floquet Multipliers to Homotopy Invariants
In this section we prove Theorem 2.1. Throughout, let # be a fixed
nondegenerate reversible periodic orbit of minimal period T=2{>0 inter-
secting Fix(R) at p and q=.{( p). As in (2.1), e\?ij , j=1, ..., r denote the
nontrivial Floquet-multipliers on the unit circle, if any. Since
degn(#) := 12 (dn( p)+dn(q)), for all n, (3.1)
the Floquet expressions (2.4) follow from the expressions (2.2) for dn( p)
and from the relations (2.3) between dn( p) and dn(q). Therefore it is suf-
ficient to prove (2.2) and (2.3). In our proof we will have to compute the
local degrees
dn( p) :=sign det ?$n{( p), n=1, 2, 3, ..., (3.2)
where
?$n{( p)=D.&n{( p)|X+ (3.3)
see (1.11) and (1.20). Therefore, it is convenient to decompose 2N_2N
matrices into N_N blocks according to the decomposition
X=X+X&, X+=Fix R;
see (1.4)(1.6). Then (3.3) corresponds to the lower left block of the
2N_2N matrix D.n{( p). In the whole section let
L=D.{( p)=\:#
;
$+ (3.4a)
K=D.2{( p)=\ac
b
b+ . (3.4b)
In (3.4a) # should not be confused with the periodic orbit. In Lemma 3.1
we will derive relations between D.n{( p) and D.n{(q) for n # N.
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3.1. Lemma. Let #, p, q be as in Theorem 2.1. Then the following holds
D.{(q)=RL&1R, (3.5)
K=RL&1RL, K &1=RKR, (3.6)
D.2{(q)=LRL&1R, (3.7)
D.2n{( p)=Kn, (3.8)
Ln :=D.(2n&1) {( p)=LKn&1, (3.9)
K+K&1=2 \a0
0
d+ . (3.10)
If c is invertible, then
K=\I0
0
c+\
a
I
a2&I
a +\
I
0
0
c&1+ . (3.11)
Proof. Differentiation of .{ b .&{(x)=x at x=p and .{( p)=q yield:
D.{(q)=(D.&{( p))&1=R(D.{( p))&1 R=RL&1R
proving (3.5). In the second equality we have used (1.8b) and Rp=p. The
claims (3.6)(3.9) now follow easily from the flow property of .. With
(3.4b), (3.6) and the special choice of R in (1.3) we obtain (3.10). From
(3.6) we see that KRKR=I holds, in particular
a2&bc=I, ca=dc.
This easily implies (3.11), proving the lemma. K
From (3.10), (3.11), it is seen that the spectra of K and the matrix a
relate as follows
* # _(K)  12 (*+*
&1)=} # _(a) (3.12)
with the same multiplicities, except when *=}=\1, where the multi-
plicity of * is twice that of }.
We will need a formula for L&1 and some consequences thereof.
3.2. Lemma. Let L and K be as in (3.4a, b) and suppose that #&1 exists.
Then the following holds:
2 :=;&:#&1$ is invertible, (3.13)
L&1=\&#
&1$2&1
2&1
#&1$2&1:#&1+#&1
&2&1:#&1 + , (3.14)
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det L=det # det(&2)>0, (3.15)
a= &2#&1$2&1:&I, (3.16)
c= &22&1:, (3.17)
?${(q)= &2&1, (3.18)
?$2{(q)= &2$2&1. (3.19)
Proof. The formula
\ I&I
0
:#&1+\
:
#
;
$+=\
:
0
;
&2+
implies
det : det #&1 det L=det : det(&2).
This holds for all matrices :. Those for which det :{0 are dense. Thus we
have (3.13) and (3.15), since determinants of linearized flows are always
positive. The formula for L&1 can easily be checked, multiplying by L from
the left. Now (3.16)(3.19) are easy consequences of Lemma 3.1 and (3.14),
completing the proof. K
With these preparations we can prove Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first concentrate on proving (2.2b). Multiply-
ing (3.10) by Kn+1 from the left, we obtain a recursion relation for the
lower left N_N blocks cn of K n:
cn+2&2cn+1a+cn=0, c0=0, c1=c. (3.20)
Note that d2n( p)=sign det cn . Obviously cn has the form cn=c1 pn(a) for
some polynomial pn(a) of degree n&1. Indeed pn is the Chebyshev polyno-
mial defined for real cos  # (&1, 1) by
pn(cos )=
sin(n)
sin 
, (3.21)
see e.g. [Abramowitz 6 Stegun] (1965).
It will be more convenient to use the product representation for pn given
by its zeros. This product formula extends to matrices a. Thus
pn(a)=2n&1 `
n&1
j=1 \a&I cos
j?
n + . (3.22)
Comparing with the recursion relation (3.20), the factor 2n&1 arises as the
coefficient of the highest power of a in pn(a).
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The sign of det pn(a) is determined by _(a) & (&, 1) only. With the
definition of _& in (1.24) and (3.12) we get a factor of (&1)_&(n&1) from
_(a) & (&, &1). Using (3.12) again, we see that } # _(a) & (&1, 1) can
be written as }=cos(?j) for some j # (0, 1), indicating a Floquet multi-
plier of the periodic orbit. Now calculate
sign `
n&1
j=1 \cos (?j)&cos \?
j
n++= `
n&1
j=1
sign \ jn&j+=(&1)[nj] . (3.23)
This proves (2.2b).
We prove (2.2a) next. Multiplying (3.10) by LK n from the left, we obtain
a recursion for the lower left block #n of LK n&1:
#n+2&2#n+1a+#n=0 &#0=#1=#. (3.24)
Here we have used that (3.6) implies LK &1=RLR. Note that
d2n&1( p)=sign det(#n). With similar reasoning as above we find
#n=2n&1#1 `
n&1
j=1 \a&I cos \?
2j
2n&1++ , (3.25)
for n1 and (2.2a) follows as above.
Since (2.2a, b) also hold for q instead of p, it is sufficient to prove (2.3a,
b) for n=1 and n=2, respectively. From Lemma 3.2 (3.15) and (3.18) we
obtain d1( p)=d1(q). Now (3.11) and (3.16) imply
det(K+I )=2N det (a+I )=4N det(&#&1$2&1:)
=4N det(L)&1 det(2$2&1:), (3.26)
where in the last equality we used (3.15). The definition (1.24) of _&
together with (3.17) and (3.19) now yield
(&1)_& =sign det(K+I )=sign det($2&12&1:)
=sign det(?$2{(q)) sign det(c)=d2(q) d2( p), (3.27)
which is (2.3b). This proves Theorem 2.1. K
4. . . . and Back
In this section we prove Theorem 2.2. Determining the Mo bius parity
_&(mod 2) from deg2(#), is trivial by Theorem 2.1, (2.4b). In fact,
deg2(#)={d2( p)0,
for even _&
for odd _&
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and d2( p)=\1{0 by our nondegeneracy assumption on #, see Defini-
tion 1.2. We conclude
_& #1+deg2(#) (mod 2). (4.1)
This proves the _& part of Theorem 2.2.
The -part is slightly more involved. It is our task to identify r and the
angle vector 

=(1 , ..., r), 0<j<1 from the quantities
s (k) := `
r
j=1
(&1)[(k+12) j]= `
r
j=1
sign sin((k+ 12) ?j )
=(&1)k_& deg2k+1(#)deg1(#), (4.2)
which are considered as known for k0. Our strategy is the following.
Using the data (4.2) we construct a step function
s (t)=s ([t]), t0, (4.3)
where [t] again denotes the maximal integer t. We consider the ``time''
averages
a* := lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
s (t) e&i*t dt (4.4)
for real *. We explicitly compute a* below; see Lemmas 4.1, 4.2. In
Lemma 4.3, we show that r and [1 , ..., r] are determined uniquely, once
we know all a* . Since deg(#) indeed determines all a* , by (4.4), this will
prove Theorem 2.2.
One motivation for the quantity a* is the following. The function s ,
defined properly for all real t, is in fact an almost periodic function in the
sense of H. Weyl. The a* then become its (generalized) Fourier coefficients
s (t)t :
* # R
a* ei*t. (4.5)
In fact a* {0 holds for at most countably many *. Those * are contained
in a finitely generated Z-module with generating ``frequencies'' 2?, ? j ,
j=1, ..., r. For a comprehensive reference on these ideas see e.g.
[Besicovitch] (1954). We promise though, not to make use of this back-
ground below in any technical sense.
For later use, we define some auxiliary functions /. For j=1, ..., r let
/j (:0 , :1) :=sign sin(:j+ 12  j (?&:0+2?[:0 2?])). (4.6a)
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Note that /j is 2?-periodic in both real variables :0 , :j . By standard
Fourier expansion of sign sin, we in fact have
/j (:0 , :j) :=
2
?i
:
mj odd
m&1j e
imj (:j+j (?&:0+2?[:02?])2) , (4.6b)
where the sum ranges over all odd integers and convergence takes place
except where /j is discontinuous. Also let
/: Tr+1  R
/(:0 , :
) := `
r
j=1
/j (:0 , :j). (4.7)
Here :

=(:1 , ..., :r) and Tr+1 denotes the (r+1)-torus (Z(2?))r+1. Note
that
s (t)=/(2?t, ?t

), (4.8)
by definition.
4.1. Lemma. Assume [2?, ?1 , ..., ?r , *] are rationally independent.
Then a*=0.
Proof. Let
H: Tr+2  C,
(4.9)
H(:0 , :
, :r+1)=/(:0 , :
) e&i:r+1.
Consider H along the trajectory t  (2?t, ?1 t, ..., ?r t, *t) of an irrational
linear flow on Tr+2. Then by ergodicity, e.g. [Sinai] (1989), chapter 1, the
limit a* exists and by (4.8), (4.9)
a*= lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
s (t) e&i*t dt
= lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
/(2?t, ?t

) e&i*t dt
= lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
H(2?t, ?t

, *t) dt
=(2?)&(r+2) |
Tr+2
/(:0 , :
) e&i:r+1 d:0 d:
d:r+1=0.
Here we approximate the real and imaginary part of H from above and
below by continuous functions to obtain convergence for every, not just for
almost every, initial condition. This proves the lemma. K
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4.2. Lemma. The Fourier coefficient a* is nonzero if, and only if, * can
be written in the form
*=2?m0+?m

} 

, (4.10)
where m0 , m

are integer and all components of the r-vector m

=(m1 , ..., mr)
are odd. In that case
a*=\ 2?i+
r sin(*2)
*2
}
(&1)m0
m1 } } } } } mr
. (4.11)
In particular, a* exists for all real *.
Proof. Suppose a* {0 (or does not exist). We prove first that (4.10),
(4.11) then hold. By Lemma 4.1 we can assume
&*=2?m$0+?m

$ } 

, (4.12)
for some integers &, m$0 , m

$=(m$1 , ..., m$r). Without loss of generality, &{0,
since [2, 1 , ..., r] are assumed rationally independent in Theorem 2.2.
Since &{0, we can rescale ``time'' t in the ``time'' average a* as follows:
a*= lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
s (t) e&i*t dt
= lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
s (&t) e&i*&t dt
= lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
/(2?&t, ?t&

) e&i(2?m$0+?m $ ) t dt
= lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
H(2?t, ?t

) dt, (4.13)
where we define
H: Tr+1  C
(4.14)
H(:0 , :
) : =/(&:0 , &:
) e&i(m$0:0+m $: ).
By rational independence of [2, 1 , ..., r] we can invoke ergodicity again.
This proves existence of a* . Inserting the expansion (4.6b), (4.7) we obtain
from (4.13)
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(2?)r+1 a*=|
Tr+1
H(:0 , :
) d:

d:0
=|
Tr+1
/(&:0 , &:
) e&i(m$0:0+m $: ) d:
d:0
=|
Tr+1 \`
r
j=1
(/j (&:0 , &:j) e&im$j :j)+ e&im$0:0 d: d:0
=|
2?
0 \`j \|
2?
0
(/j (&:0 , &:j) e&im$j :j) d:j ++ e&im$0:0 d:0
=|
2?
0 \`j \
4
i
m&1j e
i(?&&:0+2?[&:02?]) j mj 2++ e&im$0:0 d:0 ; (4.15)
provided that for j=1, ..., r
m$j=&mj , mj odd integer. (4.16)
Otherwise, a*=0 by standard trigonometric orthogonality relations.
Assume therefore that (4.16) holds. Then
a*=\ 2?i+
r e i? m 2
m1 } } } } } mr
}
1
2? |
2?
0
e&i(&:0&2?[&:02?])  m 2&im$0:0 d:0 . (4.17)
Let I denote the average (12?) 2?0 } } } d:0 . Splitting I into integrals
2?l&:0<2?(l+1)&, for l=0, ..., &&1, we obtain
I=
1
2? \ :
&&1
l=0
e&2?il(m$0 &)+ |
2?&
0
e&i(& m 2+m$0) :0 d:0=0. (4.18)
unless
m$0=&m0 , m0 integer. (4.19)
Assume therefore that (4.19) holds, in addition to (4.16). Then (4.12)
implies that * = 2?m$0 &+?m

$

& = 2?m0+?m



* = 2?m$0 &+?m

$

&=
2?m0+?m



indeed has the form (4.10).
We continue our computation of I, in that case. From (4.18), (4.10)
I=
&
2? |
2?&
0
e&i*(&2?) :0 d:0=
1&e&i*
i*
.
Inserting this into (4.17) and rewriting ei? m 2=ei*2&i?m0=(&1)m0 ei*2
readily proves expression (4.11) for a* .
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Conversely a* has that form if * satisfies (4.10). In particular, a* {0.
This proves the lemma. K
4.3. Lemma. Suppose a* is given, for all *. Then r and [1 , ..., r],
0<j<1, are determined uniquely.
Proof. Let 4 := [* # R | a* { 0] denote the frequency ``module.''
Viewing R as a vector space over Q, Lemma 4.2 implies r=(dimQ 4)&1.
This proves uniqueness of r.
To show uniqueness of 

let [ 1 , ...,  r] be any set of distinct reals such
that [1,  1 , ...,  r] are rationally independent and
4=[* # R | *?=2m~ 0+m~



for integer m~ 0 , m~

with m~ 1 , ..., m~ rodd], (4.20a)
a*=\ 2?i+
r sin(*2)
*2
(&1)m~ 0
m~ 1 } } } } } m~ r
, (4.20b)
0< j<1, j=1, ..., r. (4.20c)
We have to show that then
[ 1 , ...,  ]=[1 , ..., r]. (4.21)
Clearly, (4.20ac) also hold for 1 , ..., r . The relation
2m0+m



=*?=2m~ 0+m~



(4.22)
for all * # 4 induces a unique linear transformation G=(Gjk)0j, kr with
rational coefficients Gjk :
m~ j= :
r
k=0
Gjk mk , j=0, ..., r. (4.23)
(In fact, we will see below that all entries Gjk are integer.) Note that (4.22)
extends to all * in the vector space over Q generated by 4, just extending
(4.23) to all rational m0 , ..., mr . In particular, (G00 , G10 , ..., Gr0)=
(1, 0, } } } , 0) for the first column of G, since 1,  1 , ...,  r are rationally inde-
pendent. With the notation G=(Gjk)1j, kr , G0 :=(G01 , ..., G0r), we can
write G in block form as
G=\10
G0
G + . (4.24)
Note that G, G are invertible, defining a transformation of Q-bases of
spanQ 4.
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To compute G, pick m

=e

k
j :=(1, ..., pk , ..., 1), m0=0, for example. Here
pk denotes a (large) prime number as the j th entry; all other entries are
one. Then
m~

=e~

k
_( j)=Ge
k
j (4.25)
is a vector of similar structure: all entries are \1 except for a \pk at one
entry _( j). This follows because both m

, m~

must represent the same a*
given by (4.20b). Note that _ defines a permutation of [1, ..., r], since G is
injective. Renumbering the  j , if necessary, we may assume _( j)=j for all j.
Now divide (4.25) by pk , letting pk tend to +. Then (4.25) becomes
e
 j
=\Ge
 j
, (4.26)
where e
 j
denotes the standard j th unit vector. Therefore G is a diagonal
matrix with entries \1.
Plugging (4.26) into (4.22), m0=0, we know
\ j=j&2G0j (4.27)
so far. Also 0<j ,  j<1, by assumption and (4.20c). If all components G0j
of G0 are integer, then this implies
 j=j , j=1, ..., r, (4.28)
completing our proof.
Therefore it only remains to prove G0 is an integer vector. Indeed,
m0=0, m

produces the same a* as m~ 0=G0 } m

, m~

do, by (4.22), (4.23). By
(4.20b), (4.25), (4.26) this implies
m1 } } } } } mr=(&1)m~ 0 m~ 1 } } } } } m~ r=(&1)G0m } det G } m1 } } } } } mr .
Therefore
(&1)G0m } det G (4.29)
is independent of our choice of the odd vector m

. Hence
G0 } (m

&m

$)#0 (mod 2)
for any odd vectors m

, m

$. In particular, we may arrange for m

&m

$=2ej .
Therefore 2G0j #0 (mod 2), for all 1jr, and G0 is indeed an integer
vector. By (4.28), this completes the proof of the lemma, and of
Theorem 2.2. K
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